
 
 

  

Healthcare Price Check from Healthcare IT Leaders 

 

CMS-mandated (85 FR 72158) Transparency in Coverage (Price Transparency) data 
has created new opportunities for healthcare organizations to develop actionable 
competitive intelligence.  

Healthcare Price Check from Healthcare IT Leaders offers powerful data tools and 
comprehensive datasets to analyze negotiated rates from participating hospitals 
and providers by geography, service line, billing code, payer, and other critical 
variables.  

CMS price transparency data allows providers to benchmark their negotiated rates 
with other providers in the same market or region. This previously unavailable 
information gives health systems new leverage for negotiating with payers.  

Tables included: Negotiated rates, NPI location and specialty, and Billing Code 
descriptions. 

 

A subset of the CMS-mandated reporting fields is provided and will support most 
provider rate negotiations. Additional fields may be requested, including any field 
available in the CMS Price Transparency Guide. 

Reported data is updated monthly, and the most recent contracts and rates will be 
automatically available to you with no action on your part. 

Business Needs 

Health systems and other provider organizations can benchmark their pricing with 
competitors on a local, regional, and national level. With visibility into the negotiated 
rate that payers reimburse at competitive institutions, hospitals may seek 
adjustments and/or negotiate more aggressively to optimize contract value. 

  

Negotiated Rates

CARRIER
REPORTINGENTITY
PLANNAME
PLANID
NPI
BILLINGID
BILLINGCODETYPE
BILLINGCODE
BILLINGCLASS
BILLINGCODEMODIFIERS
SERVICECODES
NEGOTIATIONTYPE
ADDITIONALINFORMATION
EXPIRATIONDATE
PRICE

NPI

NPI
NPINAME
CITY
STATE
ZIPCODE
TAXONOMYCODE
TAXONOMYGROUPING
TAXONOMYCLASSIFICATION
TAXONOMYNAME
TAXONOMYCODEDESCRIPTION

Billing Code

BILLINGCODETYPE
BILLINGCODE
BILLINGCODEDESCRIPTION

https://www.govinfo.gov/app/details/FR-2020-11-12/2020-24591


 
 

  

Usage Examples 

When you purchase the Price Transparency data set from Healthcare IT Leaders, you 
will also receive a DBT project that contains views, tables, dimensions, and 
dashboards (using Snowflake StreamLit) to assist you in analyzing your data. You are 
welcome to extend this project, export the data to Excel, or work with Healthcare IT 
Leaders to populate the model with your own Price, Cost, and Volume data to 
support your negotiations. 

 

Example Data Lineage Chart 

 

 

Example Rates and Pricing Tables

 



 
 

  

 


